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ABSTRACT
Software design is an important task in the software development life cycle. These designs should be unambiguous, precise, correct and complete. So, designing is an important activity in the software development life cycle. And also, designs can be easily understandable to both developers and customers. So, these designs are represented in many ways. One of the main representation methods is modeling. Different models are to express different levels of precision. Object Technology is a good method for creating models. No single model is sufficient. Object oriented modeling is a good way of mapping between real world things and system design. Unified Modeling Language (UML) is a standard tool used for modeling. It is used to visualize, Specify, construct and document a system. And these models can be converted into many programming languages like java, c, c++ etc. So, object oriented modeling is good method for system designing.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Object Technology is a set of principles which are used for creating different models. Designing is an important activity in the software development life cycle[1]. Models are flexible to change and have well defined architecture. These models can be implemented in software using object oriented programming language. Object technology is not a theory. Implementation of object technology is a powerful tool to develop software. Object technology is used in client/server systems and web development and in real time systems. Model is a simplification of reality [1][10]. Model helps to visualize, specify, construct and document a system. Different models are to express different levels of precision. So, no single model is sufficient. Views are slices of models. Each view has structural and behavioral aspects [8]. Different views are,
- Use case view
- Logical view
- Implementation view
- Deployment view

2. OBJECT ORIENTATION
Object orientation helps to map between the real world and software [2]. That is, object orientation provides a direct mapping between concepts and code.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CUSTOMER</th>
<th>TRANSACTION</th>
<th>ACCOUNT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>getname()</td>
<td>execute()</td>
<td>getdetails()</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure-1 Object orientation
Figure 1 shows the mapping between the real world concepts and the software. Basic principles of object orientation are [8]:

- Abstraction:
- Encapsulation
- Modularity
- Hierarchy

2.1 Object

An object is an entity. Object is an instance of a class.

2.2 Class

A class represents a concept. A class is an abstract definition of an object [9].

3. UML (UNIFIED MODELING LANGUAGE)

UML is a standard graphical language for specifying, visualizing, constructing and documenting the system. UML is used for expressing object oriented designs. Most UML designs are called Models [9].

Some of the main UML diagrams are,

3.1 Class diagram:

Classes in UML are represented using rectangles containing the class name. Class name is placed in the first part and the name is in bold face. Detailed version includes attributes, operations etc. If these are included, attributes are represented in the second part in the rectangle and operations are in the third part and comments can be placed in the fourth part. For example, Customer is a class, customer-name, customer-id, salary are attributes of the customer and getname(), getsalary() are some operations for the customer[7][8]. Different classes are connected with associations. Main parts of the class diagrams are,

- Classes
- Relationship between classes: Association, Aggregation, Dependancy and Inheritance

In UML, this class is represented as,

```
CUSTOMER
+customer_name:char
+customer_id:int
-salary:float
+getname()
-getsalary(): int
```

Figure-2 Example for a customer Class notation

+ : public visibility
- : private visibility
3.2 Object diagram:

Objects in UML are represented using rounded rectangles containing the object name. Class name is placed in the first part also in brackets.

![Object Diagram Example](image)

Figure-2 Example for a customer object notation

3.3 Use case Diagram

Use case Diagram is a represents the relationships between user and system. In this main parts are,

- **Actors**: Actors are two types primary and secondary actors. Primary actors are placed in the top left corner of the use case diagram. Its UML notation is,

![Actor Notation](image)

Figure-3 Actor notation

- **Use cases**: Use cases are system functions. User directly interact with the system through these functions. Use cases are represented using ellipse notation.

![Use Case Notation](image)

Figure-4 use case notation

![Use Case Diagram](image)

Figure-5 use case diagram
3.4 **Activity diagram:** Activity diagram represents work flow of an individual activity. Its main parts are activity and data flow[8].

![Activity diagram notations](image)

**Figure-6 Activity diagram notations**

3.5 **Sequence diagram:** Sequence diagram describes the interactions between objects in a sequential manner. Its main parts are objects and interactions between objects. Interactions between objects are represented using horizontal arrows and life times of objects are represented using vertical lines [2].

![Sequence diagram notations](image)

**Figure-7 Sequence diagram notations**
4. FORWARD ENGINEERING AND REVERSE ENGINEERING

Forward engineering and Reverse engineering is very useful for improving traceability between design and code. It is very helpful to be able to obtain the code element that implements it [4]. Reverse engineering is very useful to obtain the business rules of the object code which it contributes [5,6]. Understanding purposes tractability is very important, so forward and reverse engineering reduces the ambiguity of both the developers and the customers [7]. Therefore, forward and reverse engineering provide reconstruction capability by mapping between the design and its implementation.

![Figure-8 class diagram]

The above class diagram in the Figure6 is converted into java language, the code is

```java
public class Company {
    public char name[10];
    private int customer_id;
    ...;
} /**************************/
public class person {
    public char name[10];
    private int person_id;
    ...;
}

public void getjob() {
    ...;
}
```

5. CONCLUSIONS

Object Technology is a set of principles which are used for creating different models. Model is a simplification of reality [1]. Model helps to visualize, specify, construct and document a system. Object orientation provides a direct mapping between concepts and code. UML is a standard graphical language for specifying, visualizing, constructing and documenting the system. UML is used for expressing object oriented designs. Most UML designs are called Models [2]. Forward engineering and Reverse engineering is very useful for improving traceability between design and code. Object oriented modeling is good method for mapping real world and system designs. It can improve traceability, understandability and provide easy conveying between customer and developer. Design reconstruction is very easy by reverse engineering[2][3].
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